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ANYTHING BUT ORDINARY

We understand the industry and 
your needs. Car Wash is what we 

do all day, every day!

ABOUT CHEMQUEST

We offer professional grade, top 
quality products that ensure you are 
providing the best wash experience 

for your customers while 
simultaneously improving the 
efficiency of your wash.



Our new EZ System tank design simplies daily 
tasks for Car Wash Owners and keeps your Car 
Wash running at peak efficiency while 
simultaneously enhancing organization and 
creating more space. 

EZ to Ship
EZ to Handle
Saves Space
Reduces Waste
Minimal Start-Up Costs
No Mixing or Pre-Diluting
CompaCompatible With All Systems
Eliminates Workplace Injuries

Features

EZ CONCENTRATE



BLUE MONSTER



Understanding EZ Presoak

Presoak Mixing 
System...



Low pH Presoaks

FURY
This product is highly effective at removing 
window films and eyebrows from windshields, 
as well as cleaning and brightening aluminum
and chrome. This product is designed to 
remove road film during the seasonal “tough 
clean” times

RELEASE
This product is a low pH presoak to be used 
as the first step of a two-step wash process. 
This product is similar to other low pH 
presoaks, but with a better foam profile, 
pleasant fragrance and more balanced usage. 
It effectively cleans tough road films and 
leaves glass and paint shinier



Tire & Wheel

ROAD RAGE
This heavy duty alkaline detergent is designed 
to clean both wheels and tires. This product 
removes the toughest road soils and aides in 
the release of brake dust from wheels. This 
specialized formula is ideal for self-serve 
applications with its fluorescent yellow foam 
and mint fragrance. 

SLAM
Down and dirty, this concentrated alkaline 
cleaner is perfect for making wheels and tires 
amazingly clean. This product is highly 
effective at removing greases, oils and brake 
dust from the toughest tires. Just sit back and 
enjoy the show.

Slam



Tire Shine

TIRE SLICK
This product is a high-gloss water based 
silicone tire dressing. Upon application it will 
have a white appearance that will turn clear 
leaving a glossy tire. This product has benefits 
of an oil-based tire dressing without the messy 
cleanup. 

SHOWTIME
This oil-based silicone tire dressing is 
designed to be used in conveyor wash 
systems where tire dressing is applied 
mechanically through brushes, foam pads or 
cloth. Due to its unique blend of silicones this 
tire dressing reduces “sling” while creating 
unmatched gloss with minimal product usage.



Detergents

LEMON RUSH
Think presoak meets foaming detergent and 
what you get is Lemon Rush. Designed to 
bring all the cleaning benefits of an alkaline 
presoak, this product does a great job of 
removing grimy road film, splattered bugs 
and greasy debris. Its pleasant lemon 
fragrance will put customers over the top!

KNOCKOUT
This concentrated high pressure detergent 
has amazing fragrance and foam.  Designed 
for use in self-serve applications, this 
moderately alkaline detergent will give 
customers the cleaning power they crave.  
With its powerful Clean fragrance, Knockout 
will deliver a performance worthy of its name.

WRAP LUBE
Tired of squeaky cloth? Then this is your 
answer. Using state of the art polymer 
technology this product provides excellent 
foam and even better lubricity for friction 
applications. This lubricating detergent is 
designed to eliminate the squeaking and 
grabbing of all cleaning materials.

BUBBLICIOUS

PLUMMETT
This product is an extremely strong low pH 
foaming detergent. It provides amazing 
amounts of white foam while delivering a 
strong acid punch. Plummet neutralizes 
alkaline presoak carryover to improve drying 
agent performance. Additionally, it produces 
shinier paint and glass surfaces.

This foaming auto shampoo produces lush soft 
foam with an extremely stable profile that is ideal 
for all friction applications. The gentle detergents 
help lift dirt away dirt and leave a clean and 
shiny car. This is a must have as customers can’t 
help but be mesmerized by its awesome show 
and Bubble Gum fragrance. 

*Available in white or pink foam*

EZ LOW PH
This highly concentrated low pH detergent 
provides amazing results, while driving costs 
down. This product generates thick white 
foam that helps lubricate wraps and keeps 
them looking clean. This product also 
neutralizes alkaline presoak carryover to 
improve drying agent performance.



Triple Foams

EZ TRIPLE FOAM
This ultra-concentrated triple foam conditioner 
puts on an amazing show. Part of the 
SPLENDOR family, this product provides thick 
luxurious foam with excellent lubrication 
properties. Flexibility is a huge upside to this 
product as it can be used in in-bay Automatics, 
Tunnels and Self-Serve Applications.

Blue

Red

FOAM BEAD
Think drying agent meets triple foam and you 
are on the right track. This triple foam is truly a 
must have if rinsing and drying are a problem. 
It generates nice foam while not compromising 
on dye and fragrance. There is a reason this 
product has been around for 20+ years and 
still going.



Drying Agents, Polishes & Waxes

BERRY BEAD
With light foam and a blast of berry fragrance 
this series produces a high beading action. 
Siliconized carnauba additives create lasting 
protection and improved shine. This product is 
specifically designed to be used in high 
pressure self-serve wax applications.

COLADA SHEEN
This product produces a rich foamy lather that 
covers the car in carnauba wax and other 
specialty additives. Loaded with Pina colada 
fragrance and bright yellow foam it smells 
amazing, looks great and leaves your car 
looking awesome. 

LIQUID TOWEL
A light blue, mint scented drying agent 
designed to bead water to enhance natural or 
air blower drying. This drying agent is a 
workhorse that can be used in in-bay 
automatics, tunnels and self-serve 
applications.

POLYTECT
This product uses a proprietary non-silicone 
polymer fluid, fortified with UV inhibitor that 
provides exceptional shine that customers 
WILL notice. Once applied, this polymer fluid 
will not evaporate like traditional mineral seal 
oil based drying agents, thus providing 
substantially longer water and UV protection.

RAINSHIELD
This product is comprised of a polymer system 
that will bond to the vehicle surfaces providing 
extended shine, protection and water 
repellency. Not only will it shine the vehicle, it 
provides a great show with yellow foam and 
an amazing dreamsicle fragrance!

FAST BREAK
This highly concentrated product offers big 
time results with minimal usage. It was 
designed to meet increasing need for high 
flash drying agents while not sacrificing 
drying performance. This product offers no 
frills, but works consistently every time.



Ceramics

NOVA
Using an innovative technology that 
incorporates ceramic additives, this product 
produces a superb dry that leaves the vehicle 
super glossy and velvety to the touch. It provides 
lasting protection against the elements to make 
it easier to keep your vehicle clean. Take your 
drying from a weakness to a thing of beauty.

SILK
Creating an unmatched feel on all painted and 
glass surfaces, Silk doesn’t just restore that new 
car feel, it improves it. Comprised solely of 
ceramic additives, this product is all about 
performance and functionality; Generating a 
silky-smooth surface to help shed water, reduce 
wiper chatter, and provide complete protection.



Specialty Products

ASALT
This product is specially formulated to treat 
and remove heavy road salt deposits while 
leaving behind a protective anti-rust barrier. 
Simply apply as an undercarriage application, 
low pH presoak or standalone metal cleaner. 
Either way you’ll stop rust in its tracks and 
your customers will thank you.

ALKALINE BOOSTER
This product is designed to give alkaline 
presoaks, wheel cleaners and prep detergents 
an added boost without hitting you where it 
hurts, the pocket book. Simply dual inject 
product to the desired strength and watch 
“tough clean” become a thing of the past.

DBUG
A specially formulated bug remover for 
softening and removing bug residues on all 
vehicle surfaces. This product is an alkaline 
detergent designed not to harm paint, 
chrome, rubber or glass. Its medium foam 
profile allows for easy visual application and 
coverage.

RUST INHIBITOR
A corrosion inhibitor for underbody rust 
protection. This products applies a temporary 
barrier of protection between your car and the 
elements. This product is a must have where 
salt is commonly applied to de-ice the roads.

RLC
Designed to be used as a multi-purpose 
cleaner for wash bays and equipment. RLC is 
highly effective at removing rust, lime deposits 
and calcium build-up. This product is a great 
maintenance cleaner for windows and blower 
housings where calcium and rust are 
commonly found.

SCENT BLASTS
Tired of the same old smell in your carwash? 
Your customers are too. Blow them away with 
this frangrance booster! This product can be 
dual injected with products or applied directly 
to the vehicle through our Scent Shot system.
Scents include: Cherry, Lemon, Dreamsicle, Grape, 
Piña Colada, Candy Cane, Eucalyptus Mint and more!



Promotional Marketing Products

GET NOTICED TODAY!
Banners
Drum Covers
Pennants

Windmaster Inserts
Cones & Cone Toppers
And Much More! 
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